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The Yangtze Profile
• 6,300 km length, China’s longest and the world’s third longest river 

• 1.8 million km2 of basin area

• 35% of China’s freshwater, annual runoff of  996 billion m3 (996 000 GL)

• rich biodiversity, home for 347 fish species (2/3 endemic)

• generating 40% of China’s annual GDP

• 420 million residents, accounting for 1/3 of China’s population 

• flowing through 11 provinces/municipalities/autonomous regions

• ‘Golden Channel’ – navigation and shipping



One of them major threats to biodiversity:
Construction of water infrastructures
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Water pollution

Pollutants from industrial, domestic, and agricultural sources.

Blue/green algae bloom



Biodiversity crisis

- Destroyed fish spawning, breeding, and 
migrating ways -> declined fishery 

- Destroyed birds habitats due to stable 
water level



Biodiversity crisis: fish species
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1950s 115 80 101 90 90 85

1980s 0 17 18 37 28 19
Loss of 
Species Current 21 28 28 50 42 38

1950s 55 50 55 50 50 55% of 
Migratory 
Species Current 52 30 35 25 28 30



WHAT ARE ENVIRONMENTAL FLOWS?

The quality, quantity and distribution of 
water required to maintain the components, 
functions and processes of aquatic 
ecosystems on which people depend.

- Prof. Jay O’Keefee
UNESCO-IHE

Institute for Water Education
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Facilitated the reconnection of oxbow with the 
Yangtze



- Multi-disciplinary studies on:
• flood and waterlog
• sedimentation
• fever snail
• fish flood
• land use
• etc.



- Risk & Benefit Analysis

Benefit Analysis
• mitigating flood risk in whole basin
• nourishing wetland e.g. silt
• increasing biodiversity e.g. fish
• improving water purification capacity
• restoring fish migratory routes
• regular fluctuation guarding polder from human reclamation



- Risk & Benefit Analysis

Risk Analysis
• increasing flood risk on single lake
• imposing waterlog impact on surrounding land
• dispersion of snail and infection risks
• sediments to the lake
• possible pollution importation



- Stakeholder analysis and participation
• Agricultural Dept.: fishery, irrigation
• Forestry Dept.: wetlands, nature reserve
• Public Health Dept.: fever nail control
• Water Resource Dept.: flood
• Farmers and fisherman: fish ponds, fishing, land use 



- Redefining multi-functions of the sluice gate
• Past: agriculture water supply, prevention of water logging, 
flood control and security for the reclaimed lake areas. 
• Now: farmers’ livelihoods (fishery), ecosystem health.



Helped fishermen to develop alterative livelihoods



Set up the Education and Visitor Centre



Next Steps

S1: Conserving the oxbows for Yangtze dolphins
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S2: Setting up the Yangtze Cetacean Conservation Network

Next steps:



Next steps:

S3: Advocating for favorable policies on cetacean conservation

• Upgrading Yangtze finless porpoise as National Class I Protection Species
• Upgrading related provincial cetacean nature reserves to national level
• Promoting the establishment of Yangtze Aquatic Life Conservation Committee
• Leveraging more financial support from government and donors

S4: Raising public awareness on Yangtze cetacean conservation



Lessons Learnt

• Complexity of environmental flow
• Compromise/balance of socio-economic and 

environmental objectives
• Stakeholders participation
• Policy and government wills
• Monitoring, improving, magnifying, …



 

Integrated River Basin Management (IRBM) Approach



“A healthy river is clean and free-flowing; is home 
for fish, where people live in harmony with water.”

- Former Minister WANG Shucheng



YouYou’’re part of the solutions!re part of the solutions!

Thanks!Thanks!

For more information, please contact:
Lifeng LI
lfli@wwfchina.org
+86-10-65227100 ext. 3228
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